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Abstract: Economic reasoning suggests that agricultural land endowments should contribute
positively to long-run economic growth, but in countries colonized by European powers this
has not always been the case. Productive land attracted colonization, which disrupted
indigenous institutions in ways that can stunt development. American Indian reservations
provide a powerful example. Where land quality was high, the federal government more
aggressively facilitated land titling and non-Indian settlement through the Allotment Act over
1887 to 1934. As a result, historic land quality does not correlate positively with modern per
capita income on some reservations. Instead, our data reveal a U-shape between American
Indian income per capita (over 1970 to 2010) and the share of prime agricultural land
(compared to a positive relationship across US counties) that has become more pronounced
over time. We provide evidence that the downward slope of the U is due to ownership
fractionation resulting from incomplete land privatization under the Allotment Act that
disproportionately affected reservations with mid-quality land and now requires colonial-like
federal administration of land rights. After controlling for fractionation, the effects of prime
land on reservation incomes is positive, implying that poor institutions and poor land have both
contributed to poverty.
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1. Introduction
Economists since Adam Smith and David Ricardo have emphasized the contribution of
agricultural land to economic growth. Soil quality and aridity influences the underlying capacity
of land to generate rents, shaping incentives to invest in new technologies and in secure property
rights that facilitate not only greater land productivity, but also transition to modern economic
activity less reliant on agriculture (North 1981). Recent empirical literature confirms a positive
relationship between agricultural suitability and long-run development across and within nations
(Henderson et. al 2018). This conforms to economists’ intuition that, all else equal, modern
income should positively correlate with agricultural land quality.
As a result of colonization, however, there may be a negative, indirect effect of
agricultural land quality through institutions in some countries. Agricultural land quality affected
if, when, and how non-European countries were colonized (Etran 2016, Ang et. al 2018).
Because colonization has had lasting effects on governing institutions and because institutions
affect economic performance (Acemoglu et al. 2001, 2002), it is possible that land endowments
enter the long-run growth equation of colonized areas in a complex way. For example, Nunn and
Puga (2012) show that low-quality, rugged land was an indirect blessing for African nations but
a drag on development elsewhere. In Africa, inhabitants in areas with rugged topography were
protected from the slave trade and the bad institutions it induced. In the U.S. context, Dippel
(2014) finds that valuable mineral endowments on Native American homelands were an indirect
curse. Mineral endowments resulted in forced co-integration of multiple tribes onto single
reservations, thereby raising the long-run costs of collective action and stunting modern incomes
on reservations.
Like Dippel (2014), we also study modern incomes of indigenous people on American
Indian reservations but instead focus on the complex effects of agricultural land quality.
Dominant narratives of reservation poverty 2 focus on the direct effect, and suggest that
indigenous people are poor today because historical colonization processes pushed them into
reservations comprised of low-quality land, not only within the United States but also in Canada,
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Overall, Native Americans on reservations experience rates of poverty that are more comparable to Cameroon or
Zimbabwe than to the non-Indian U.S. population. In 2015, average household income on reservations was 68
percent below the U.S. average.
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Australia, and New Zealand (see, e.g., Weaver 2003). 3 The dominant narrative implies the
poorest tribes retained the least and lowest quality land, but we demonstrate that the relationship
between land quality and income is actually negative for many reservations. This finding
highlights the need for a more complete understanding of the indirect effects of land quality.
This paper analyzes indirect effects of land quality that were driven by the Allotment Act
of 1887. Through this policy, millions of acres of tribal land were allotted to Native Americans,
but title was held in trust by the federal government. After 25 years or when the Indian agent
deemed the allottee to be “competent,” the title could be released from trust and transferred to
fee simple— allowing it to be alienated and sold to non-Indians. Some reservations were
completely allotted and converted to fee simple, enabling large land transfers from Native
Americans to non-Natives. Other reservation lands were never allotted and hence never
privatized nor made available to non-Indians. Between these extremes are reservations
containing land that was allotted but not released from trusteeship, which we call allotted trust
land.
Using new data on land and natural resource characteristics, we demonstrate that the
probability and timing of allotment varied with agricultural land quality. Reservations with more
prime agricultural land in 1885 were allotted earliest, and those with no prime land were never
allotted. Reservations with mid-level land quality were allotted later in the process. Lands
allotted later were less likely to be fully privatized into fee simple ownership. These findings are
consistent with research showing that agricultural land endowments affected the likelihood and
timing of colonization across countries (see Ang et. al 2018).
Because the amount of prime agricultural land on reservations affected the degree of
privatization, we test for an indirect effect of land quality on reservation incomes using a new
panel data set. Unlike U.S. counties, where higher quality agricultural land correlates positively
with higher incomes per capita over 1970 to 2010, the data reveal a U-shaped relationship
between income and the share of prime land on reservations over the same time span. As the
share of prime land increases, incomes for American Indians on reservations decline up to a
point, after which incomes increase with the share of prime land. This is evidence that an
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Cornell and Kalt (1992) also note the frequency in which scholars have attributed modern poverty on American
Indian reservations to a lack of quality land and other resources to stimulate development.
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indirect, negative effect of land quality dominates a direct, positive effect for a subset of
reservations with mid-quality land.
Using a series of empirical tests, we provide evidence that the indirect, negative effect of
agricultural land quality results from the way allotment shaped reservation land tenure
institutions that persist today. Mid-quality agricultural lands are more likely to be held in allotted
trust status, subjecting them to ownership fractionation and federal bureaucratic oversight by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) because allotted trust parcels cannot be designated to a single
heir in wills and because lineage and ownership records are kept by the BIA. 4 These constraints
raise the transaction costs of land and mineral use, challenge access to credit, and plausibly
impair the ability of individuals to leverage their land (and mineral) assets in ways that increase
long-run incomes outside of agricultural development.
Three findings support our interpretation that ownership fractionation explains the
negative effect of land quality. First, the downward slope of the U shape has become more
pronounced over time, as fractionation has become more severe. 5 Second, ownership
fractionation today has an inverted-U shape relationship with the historical share of prime
agricultural land, meaning it is most severe on reservations with mid-quality land. Third, the
effect of land quality on reservation incomes becomes positive and effectively linear once we
control for fractionation. This third finding lends some support to the narrative that some tribes
have low incomes today because they were pushed onto reservations with unproductive land.
Previous empirical literature has focused on the effects of land tenure on tribal economies
in the U.S. and Canada (e.g., Anderson and Lueck 1992, Akee 2009, Akee and Jorgensen 2014,
Aragón 2015, Russ and Stratmann 2015, 2016, Pendakur and Pendakur 2017, Aragón and
Kessler 2018). 6 We add to this literature by i) showing that land rights were determined by land
quality, ii) assessing both the direct and indirect effects of land quality following an approach
developed by Nunn and Puga (2012), and iii) differentiating between tribal and individual trust
lands to show that tribal ownership is associated with lower quality land but higher long run
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The agency was sued for decades of mismanagement of trustee records in a major 2010 legal decision known as
the Cobell Settlement.
5
Available data allow us to examine American Indian income during 1915, 1938, 1945 and decadal periods from
1970 through 2010. We find that U first emerges during 1970-1980 and is sharpest over 1990-2010.
6
Land tenure and property rights have also long been a focal point in research about indigenous poverty in the
Americas outside of the U.S. and Canada (see, e.g., Alston et al. 1996, Field 2005, Galiani and Schargrodsky 2010,
2012, Chernina et al. 2014, de Janvry et al. 2015, Alix-Garcia and Sellars 2018).
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incomes than fractionated ownership administered by the BIA. 7 This suggests that de Soto’s
(2000) analogy of “dead capital” applies to reservation land in fractionated ownership, and
supports the U.S. policy focus on consolidating ownership through a land consolidation fund
established in 2012. 8
2. The Colonial Nature of the Dawes Act
The connection between land quality and tenure institutions on Indian reservations begins
with the Dawes Act, also known as the General Allotment Act of 1887. It authorized agents from
the Office of Indian Affairs to allot plots of reservation land—typically 160 acres—to Indian
families. Allotment was compulsory at both the reservation and the individual level, and
assignment of parcels was at the discretion of local Indian agents (Carlson 1981a). If reservation
acreage exceeded what was necessary to fulfill allotments for the reservation population, the
balance was declared “surplus” land and opened for homesteading by non-Indians. The Act
served the interests of two main coalitions, one seeking to “make Indians into farmers” and
assimilate them into non-Indian society (Carlson 1981a), and another wanting to make
reservation land available for whites. 9 Figure 1 shows which reservations were allotted, and
when.
After land was allotted to individual Indians, it was held in trust by the federal
government for 25 years or until the Indian agent declared an allottee “competent” to hold a fee
simple title (Carlson 1981a). Lands remaining in trust are referred to as allotted trust. One
rationale for trusteeship was that it would prevent non-Indians from taking advantage of Native
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We recognize there are other contributors to indigenous poverty on reservation and reserves, beyond land quality
and land rights, but a broader review of the literature on indigenous poverty is outside of this paper’s scope. For a
review of factors highlighted in research prior to 2009, see Anderson and Parker (2009). Recent studies emphasize
the contribution of Indian boarding schools and human capital development (Feir 2016, Gregg 2018), tribal
constitutions and political institutions (Akee et al. 2015), 19th century events (Feir et al. 2017), and modern legal
oversight and judicial sovereignty (Dimitroval-Grajzl 2014, Brown et al. 2016, Wellhausen 2017).
8
A 2010 settlement of federal litigation (Cobell vs. Salazar) created a $1.9 billion “land consolidation fund” for
Native American tribes to buy fractionated allotted trust interests and convert them into tribal ownership. This
settlement explicitly recognizes the potential drag that fractionated ownership has on productive resource use, and
implicitly assumes that consolidated tribal ownership will be an improvement.
9
Senator Dawes argued that under communal ownership Indians had not “…got as far as they can go because they
own their land in common, and under that [system] there is no enterprise to make your [land] any better than that of
your neighbors.” The quote is cited from Ambler (1990, p. 10).
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Americans who might not have understood the value of their allotments and therefore might have
sold their land to whites at unfavorable contractual terms for the allottee. 10

Figure 1: Distribution and Timing of Allotment

Note: This map is based on our digitization of a historical map from 1885. The large reservation in Northern Montana was split
into several reservations, which were subsequently allotted. The same is true of the large reservation in Dakota territory. These
appear as separate observations in our data sets. Information on which reservations were allotted and date of first allotment were
obtained from a 1934 Land Planning Report and supplemented with information from a report by the Indian Land Tenure
Foundation (ILTF) that reports the date of allotment as well as total allotted and “alienated” (fee simple) acres circa 1934.

By the 1920s, allotment received strong criticism for the pace at which non-Indians
occupied Indian lands, either through buying or leasing allotted land or by homesteading surplus
land. The “Meriam Report” concluded in 1928 that the Dawes Act was a failure for not
promoting farming by Indians on reservations, not alleviating poverty, and not preventing Indian
land from being transferred to non-Indians (Meriam 1928). Ultimately, these concerns led to the
passage of the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) in 1934. The IRA declared that all Indian land,
either allotted trust not released from trusteeship by 1934 or land retained by the tribe, would
remain in trust with the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). The end to allotment halted the transfer
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Akee (2009) notes that some American Indians lost their land because of nonpayment of property taxes or sold
their lands unknowingly for less than market value. McChesney (1990) emphasizes that trusteeship kept work for
the Indian Affairs bureaucracy, and argues that this also helps explain why land was kept in trusteeship.
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of land to non-Natives, leaving many allotted reservations with a mix of tribal, allotted trust, and
fee simple tenures. 11

3. The Probability and Timing of Allotment
In this section, we evaluate how historical agricultural land endowments affected the
probability and timing of allotment. Our assessment extends Carlson (1981b), who finds that
Indian reservations in states with higher population growth rates and more rainfall were allotted
sooner and argues this was because settlers wanted more Indian lands opened for homesteading.
We predict that reservations with more valuable endowments were more likely to be
allotted and, conditional on being allotted, were more likely to be allotted sooner. The literature
on the evolution of property rights suggests that rights will be established first for higher quality
resources and last, if at all, for low quality resources (Demsetz 1967, Anderson and Hill 1990,
Alston et al. 1996, Goldstein and Udry 2008, Kaffine 2010). This prediction holds for both
potential motivations for allotment: advocates of allotment who had an altruistic desire to
promote Native American farming would want to target prime farmland for allotment earlier in
the process. Advocates of allotment who wanted to enable white settlement would also want to
target prime farm land earliest in the process.

3.1 Measuring Historic Prime Land
To measure pre-Dawes land endowments, we geo-reference and digitize an 1885 map of
reservation boundaries and then use geographic information on rainfall and soil quality to
construct a measure of prime agricultural land. 12 We use PRISM climate data over the years
1895 to 1935 to estimate long-term trends in spring and summer precipitation during the
allotment era by calculating total rainfall in each 800-meter by 800-meter cell from March to
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During the allotment era the Indian land base shrank considerably. Within reservations, 29,481,685 acres were
retained by tribes as tribal trust land, 17,829,414 acres were remained as allotted trust, and 22,277,342 acres were
declared fee simple, with many owned by non-Indians by 1933 (Flanagan et al. 2010). Some reservations—
particularly those in present-day Oklahoma—were so quickly and completely allotted that 100 percent of their land
was converted to fee simple tenure.
12
Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division, The New York Public Library. "Map showing the location of the
Indian reservations within the limits of the United States and territories" The New York Public Library Digital
Collections. 1885. http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47e2-0b69-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99.
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August of each year and then averaging over 1895 to 1935. 13 Appendix Figure A1 shows
average summer rainfall across our sample of reservations, aggregated into 5-inch rainfall bins. 14
Soil data come from Schaetzl et al. (2012), who develop a 21-point soil productivity index to
measure soil quality. The index is an ordinal ranking from 0 to 20 of potential productivity of the
soil based primarily on its structural characteristics and not its water or nutrient content.
Appendix Figure A1 also depicts the spatial variation in the index collapsed into low, medium,
and high-quality soil. 15 Importantly for our purposes, the Schaetzl et al. (2012) index is based on
the geologic and structural characteristics of the soil and is designed to be invariant to nutrient,
fertilizer, and moisture measurements (Schaetzl et al. 2012). This means that it does not reflect
differences in management practices during 1885 to 2012, and is therefore predetermined with
respect to land tenure arrangements created by the Dawes Act.
Because there is not a quantitative measure of what was considered “prime farmland” during
the Dawes Era, we combine data on soil and rainfall to create a measure. We define “Prime
farmland” as land that receives at least 15 inches of Spring/Summer rain and has above average
soil productivity and calculate the share of each reservation and county that is prime farmland.
This measure of prime farmland best explains historic farm productivity off of Indian
Reservations and pre-Dawes farming activity on reservations. Appendix Table A2 shows that our
measure of prime farmland predicts about 40 percent of the within-year variation in farm value
per acre at the county level in census years spanning 1890 to 1930. Appendix Table A4 shows
that prime land is positively correlated with pre-Dawes measures of agriculture on a subset of 67
reservations for which data are available. Prime land explains 42 percent of the variation in the
share of a reservation that was tilled in 1885 and is also positively correlated with the share of a
reservation that was cultivated or broken, and with corn yields.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of this “% Prime” variable across 1880 counties and 1885
reservations in the set of states depicted in Figure 1. The key difference is that a larger proportion
of counties have endowments of 100 percent prime land. This finding suggests that reservation
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PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University, http://prism.oregonstate.edu, created 4 Feb 2004. 1895 is the
first year for which the PRISM climate data is available.
14
We aggregate in this way so that we can compare our measure to a rainfall map in the 1880 Statistical Atlas of the
United States, which may better reflect on-the-ground knowledge at the time..
15
We compute the spatial intersection of our long-term precipitation measure and the soil quality index to measure
the number of acres that fall into each rainfall-soil category on each reservation (resulting in a total of 126 rainfallsoil bins).
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land designations were not randomly selected and instead were chosen to avoid conveying highvalue agricultural land to Native Americans. This finding complements Dippel (2014), who
shows that Native Americans with homelands over important mineral deposits were most likely
to be relocated to reservation lands lacking such deposits.

Figure 2: Prime Land in Counties vs. Reservations
(A) U.S. Counties (1880)

(B) Reservations (1885)

Notes: Prime land received at least 15 inches of Spring/Summer rain during 1890-1930 and has above average
soil productivity. See Appendix Figure A1 for a map of rainfall and soil data.

3.2 Other Resource Endowments
Non-agricultural resource endowments such as gold, silver, coal, timber, oil, stream
density, and topographical ruggedness also could have affected the probability and timing of
allotment. We create measures of these by geo-referencing and digitizing maps from the 1880
Statistical Atlas of the United States. The original maps are provided in Appendix Figures B1
through B5. The share of each reservation having an estimated 50 cords or more of wood per
acre is our measure of timber wealth. Following Dippel (2014), we combine state-level estimates
of mineral output with the count of mines in each state to estimate the average value of each
mine and sum over the number of mines on each reservation. Thirty square-meter resolution
elevation data from the National Elevation Dataset allow us to calculate the standard deviation of
elevation within each reservation as a measure of topographic roughness (Ascione et al. 2008).
The density of perennial streams (expressed as stream miles per acre) within each reservation
based on stream classifications from the National Hydrography Dataset provide our measure of
9

irrigation potential. Figure 3 maps reservations, mines, railroads, stream density, and military
forts.
Figure 3: Initial Reservation Endowments

Notes: This figure is derived from our digitization of a suite of historical maps on reservation locations,
coal endowments, railroad locations, forts, and mine locations. The appendix provides the original maps.

We also develop measures of population pressure and development near reservations
over 1880 to 1890 that may have influenced allotment. Digitized maps of historic railroads
(Atack 2016) show the miles of railroad track completed by 1890 within 10 miles of each
reservation and provide a measure of market access (Donaldson and Hornbeck 2016). Countylevel population data from NHGIS show population growth from 1880 to 1890 in reservationadjacent counties. 16 Finally, we digitize the location of military outposts and forts to count the
number of forts within 10 miles of each reservation; this is possibly related to the supply of
government personnel necessary to execute allotment. Table 1 shows summary statistics for the
sample of reservations mapped in Figure 1.
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Some counties are subdivided between 1880 and 1890. To address this, we separately determine the set of
reservation-adjacent counties in each year and then sum total population in these counties in each year before taking
the difference to arrive at our estimated changes in the population.
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Table 1: Dawes-Era Summary Statistics
Variable

(1)
N

(2)
Mean

(3)
S.D.

(4)
Min

(5)
Max

Resource Measures and Controls
% Prime Land
% High-Yield Timber Lands
Value Gold & Silver Mines
Value of Coal Mines
Stream Density (mi)
Elevation (km)
Ruggedness
Acres (100,000s)
Rail Completed 1890 (mi)
Fort Dist. (mi)
Adj. County Pop. Growth, 1890

146
25.65
34.25
0
100
147
16.10
35.80
0
100
147
26.51
99.24
0
547.3
147 0.0450
0.169
0
0.740
147 0.00054 0.00055
0 0.00423
147
0.789
0.664
0
2.432
147
0.115
0.116
0
0.458
147
19.61
51.34 0.011
220.0
147
54.37
94.06
0
558.1
147
59.32
58.17
0
252.3
147
30.31
31.89 -11.75
126.4

Dawes Outcomes
Allotted Indicator
Years from 1887 Until Allotted

142
138

0.718
35.59

0.451
18.54

0
-23

1
47

Notes: The sample includes the reservations depicted in Figures 1 and 3. Nine reservations in the sample were allotted
before 1887, by pre-Dawes legislation, which is why the minimum for Years from 1887 Until Allotted is a negative
number.

3.3

Regression Estimates
Table 2 presents three sets of regressions estimating how the share of prime agricultural

land on a reservation in 1885 affected the probability and timing of allotment. Columns 1 and 2
report the estimated marginal effects obtained from a probit regression where the dependent
variable is an indicator equal to one if a reservation was allotted between 1887 and 1934 and
zero otherwise. Columns 3 and 4 show censored tobit regressions where the dependent variable
is the number of years elapsed between 1887 when the Dawes Act was passed and the date a
reservation was first opened for allotment. 17 Columns 5 and 6 report hazard ratios from a Cox
Proportional Hazard model where the time until allotment is the measured duration.
The estimates show that the share of prime agricultural land within reservation
boundaries in 1885 is a strong predictor of the probability of allotment and of the time between
the passage of the Dawes Act and the allotment of a reservation. The marginal effect of prime
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This variable is censored from above at 47 years for reservations that were not allotted prior to the end of the
allotment era in 1934.
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agricultural land reported in Column 2 implies that a ten percentage point increase in prime
agricultural land would increase the probability of allotment by over 20 percentage points.

Table 2: Estimates of the Probability and Timing of Allotment

% Prime Land

(1)
Pr(Allotted)

(2)
Pr(Allotted)

(3)
Timing
(Tobit)

(4)
Timing
(Tobit)

(5)
Cox Prop.
Haz.

(6)
Cox Prop.
Haz.

0.00429***
(0.00130)

0.00215*
(0.112)

-0.212***
(0.0666)

-0.237***
(0.0812)

1.005***
(0.00205)

1.006**
(0.00258)

Fort Dist.
Adj. Cty. Pop. Growth, 1890
Rail Density 1890
Acres (100,000s)
Ruggedness
Stream Density
% High-Yield Timber
Gold & Silver
Constant
Observations

0.000269
0.00456***
0.00185**
0.00302
0.101
-23.09
0.143
0.000260
0.2961**
142

-1.0421**
142

-0.0226
-0.205*
0.000636
-0.0672
-16.89
3915.4
-1.413
-0.0314*
32.09***
142

44.94***
142

1.000
1.007*
1.000
1.005**
1.128
8.05e-27
0.847
1.001**

142

142

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. The sample of 142 reservations
includes nine reservation that were allotted prior to the Dawes Act (authorized by separate, previous legislation) that
were mostly in Oklahoma. If we omit these reservations, the results are very similar.

The Column 2 coefficient on % Prime Land is smaller than the Column 1 estimate
because of the inclusion of the adjacent county population growth and rail density covariates.
These covariates are positively correlated with % Prime Land, indicating that railroads and
settlement pressure were more prevalent near productive farm land, as found elsewhere. Overall,
Column 2 implies that the allotment process targeted reservations thought to have the most rentgenerating potential. These were the reservations with prime agricultural land, near fast-growing
counties and with greater railroad access.
Columns 3 and 4 indicate that reservations with a larger share of prime agricultural land
in 1885 were opened for allotment earlier. Moving from 0 to 100 percent prime land reduces the
time between the passage of the Dawes Act and initial allotment by 23 years—over half the total
duration of the allotment era. Column 4 also indicates that reservations were allotted more
quickly in areas with greater rail access by 1890. Reservations with higher-value gold and silver
mines were also allotted earlier. Columns 5 and 6 confirm these results using a Cox Proportional
Hazard model. Here, the coefficients report the relative change in the probability of being
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allotted in a given year, conditional on having not been allotted yet. A coefficient greater than
one indicates that allotment is more likely as the variable increases
We find that prime agricultural land correlates strongly with the probability and timing of
allotment. The findings are consistent with either an altruistic or land-grabbing motivation for
allotment, which was compulsory and executed by the BIA (Carlson 1981), and with Ang et. al’s
(2018) study of the effects of agricultural land endowments on patterns of colonization across
countries.

4. Prime Land and Long Run Income on Reservations vs. Counties
The stated intention of the Dawes Act was to make economic activity on reservations
more similar to the surrounding areas by implanting U.S. institutions of private property. Did the
Dawes-Era experiment in privatization ultimately make the relationship between land quality and
incomes on reservations like U.S. counties? To answer this question, we first compare the
relationship between historic prime land endowments and modern income for American Indian
reservations with U.S. counties. Next, we evaluate the non-linearity of the relationship on
reservations versus counties and show how the relationship evolved over 1915 through 2010.

4.1 Estimation Framework
We adapt the identification strategy developed by Nunn and Puga (2012) to estimate the
indirect effect of prime land on income for reservations vs. U.S. counties. Their approach
recognizes that traditional instrumental variables techniques cannot be used to identify the
indirect, institutional effect of land quality on growth or income because there should also be a
direct effect of land quality on income. Using cross-national data, Nunn and Puga overcome this
challenge and demonstrate that topographical roughness has a different, more positive effect on
per capita incomes in sub-Saharan Africa when compared to the rest of the world.
We begin by comparing the effects of prime land on reservation incomes vs. nearby counties.
The sample of U.S. counties helps identify the direct effect of historic prime land on modern
income, providing a baseline to test whether there is a negative, indirect effect for reservations.
Our main estimating equation is:
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 %𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 1(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3 1(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑖𝑖 × %𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,1885 + 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
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(1)

The dependent variable is the natural log of per capita income for reservation i in years
t=1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 for counties and for reservations. 𝛽𝛽1 measures the direct

effect of prime land on modern income for counties. 𝛽𝛽2 allows for level differences in per capita
income for counties vs. reservations (Res=1). The coefficient of interest is 𝛽𝛽3, which is the

differential effect of prime land on reservations vs. counties. 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,1885 represents the vector of

historical resource endowment and population pressure measures summarized in Table 1, and
𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 are BIA region-by-year fixed effects.

This approach—adapted from Nunn and Puga (2012)—narrows the set of possible

identification concerns by focusing on the differential effect of prime land for reservations vs.
counties. Omitted variables threaten identification of 𝛽𝛽3 only if they have a different effect on

income on reservations vs. counties or if they have a different relationship with prime land on

reservations vs. counties. Following Nunn and Puga (2012), we control for a variety of factors
that may be differentially related to either income or land quality on reservations vs. counties.
The 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000 data come from decadal U.S. Census reports, and the 2010
come from American Community Surveys. 18 In the case of reservations, the data represent the
per capita income of Native Americans. In the case of counties, the per capita income is for
county residents of all races. We present income in 2010 dollars, adjusted by the national CPI.
The sample of reservations includes all of the reservations mapped in Figure 1 that are federally
recognized today, and for which we have income data during any of the years spanning 19702010. 19 The sample of counties includes all counties located in the states depicted in Figure 1.
The empirical analysis pools data across all 1970-2010 census years rather than focusing
on income during one particular year. This helps smooth some of the periodic noise in
reservation per capita incomes and identifies stable, long-term relationships. This smoothing is
important for two reasons. First, reservation populations are small relative to U.S. counties and
states which implies that income per capita calculations are sensitive to small changes in who
responds to census enumerators. Second, census surveying practices of American Indian

18
The 2010 data come from the American Community Survey (ACS) which differs from the earlier decennial
reservation census reports in certain ways. For geographic areas with populations less than 20,000, the ACS reports
5-year estimates (i.e. 2006-2010 averages). Because of this, the only data available for most reservations are the 5year estimates which are what we use in our analysis.
19
This criterion excludes many of the reservations in Oklahoma because they are not federally recognized today.
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reservations varied across the different decades and it is not obvious a-priori which decadal
reports represent the most reliable assessments of Native American income. To address the likely
possibility that regressions errors from a particular jurisdiction are positively correlated across
years in the pooled sample, we cluster standard errors by reservation/county.
Table 3 shows the income summary statistics for counties and for reservations during the
sample years. We note that some reservations, such as most in Oklahoma, are not considered
federal Indian reservations and hence are omitted from the estimates. The Table shows that
reservations have consistently lower incomes per capita than neighboring counties.

Table 3: County vs. Reservation Summary Statistics
Variable
Reservations
Per capita Income

Population
Observations
Counties
Per capita Income
Population
Observations

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010*

6,580.72
(2,098.112)

9,722.53
(2,936.83)

9,136.43
(2,563.35)

12,360.60
(4,002.07)

13,566.89
(4,983.50)

1,683.4
(1,656.60)
75

2,050.13
(2,110.25)
87

2,482.06
(2,416.33)
89

2,638.38
(2,845.27)
101

3,073.73
(3,093.43)
91

19,349.03
(4,146.72)

24,269.26
(4,611.87)

26,530.71
(4,946.44)

30,249.89
(6,205.96)

34,273.78
(6,596.39)

65,643.65
(292,746.8)
1,241

73,264.68
(305,645.1)
1,241

80,810.93
(344,228.1)
1,242

91,220.58
(375,718.8)
1,242

10,0495.3
(398,983.4)
1,242

Notes: The income data are in 2010 dollars. The data come from the U.S. Census, which beginning in 2000, gave
survey respondents the option to select a single race or multiple races. Throughout our analysis, we employ data for
respondents who reported a single American Indian race. The census income does not include income in the form of
noncash benefits such as food stamps, health benefits, subsidized housing, and goods produced and consumed on farm.
*The census also changed practices after the 2000 such that geographic areas with populations less than 20,000 – which
includes many Indian reservations, are reported not for 2010 but for 5-year estimates (i.e. 2006-2010 averages).

4.2 Estimation Results
Table 4 shows model estimates. The column 1 specification does not include controls.
Column 2 adds region specific decadal fixed effects where the regions are defined by eight
Bureau of Indian Affairs administrative designations in our states of interest (e.g., Midwest
Region, Northwest Region, Pacific Region, etc). The fixed effects account for potential (timevarying) differences in BIA treatment of reservations and for regional differences in income
growth that may be related to differences in tribes’ historical reliance on agriculture (e.g. Great
Plains vs. Southwestern tribes).
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Table 4: The Differential Effect of Prime Land on Reservations vs. Counties
% Prime 1880

(1)
0.000668***
(0.000102)

Y= ln(Income per Capita in 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
*
*
0.000367
0.000263
0.000369
0.000279
(0.000188)
(0.000186)
(0.000189)
(0.000186)

Res. Indicator

-1.049***
(0.0312)

-1.754***
(0.0827)

-1.763***
(0.0912)

-1.617***
(0.128)

-1.650***
(0.129)

% Prime x Res.

-0.00206**
(0.000816)

-0.00272***
(0.000709)

-0.00258***
(0.000723)

-0.00179**
(0.000799)

-0.00167**
(0.000833)

(6)

-1.286***
(0.187)

Average Soil quality

0.0170***
(0.00188)

Avg. Soil x Res.

-0.0385***
(0.0129)

Mineral Value 1880
% Timber Acres 1880
Rail Miles 1890
Ruggedness
Stream Density
Ruggedness x Res.
Stream Density x Res.
Mineral Value x Res.
% Timber x Res.
Rail 1890 x Res.
Forced Coexistence
IRA Indicator
PL 280 Indicator
Constant
BIA Region-Year FE
N
adj. R2

0.0000235
-0.178***
0.000385***
0.000236***
167.8***

10.12***
No
9601
0.414

9.720***
Yes
6726
0.621

0.0000169
-0.201***
0.000264***
0.000169***
219186***
0.0229
-219074***
0.000138
0.211***
0.000464

9.696***
Yes
6726
0.624

-0.136*
-0.102
0.0654

0.0000109
-0.200***
0.000246***
0.000162***
220735***
0.102
-220603***
0.0000851
0.192**
0.000551
-0.115*
-0.114
0.0322

0.0000328*
-0.148***
-0.0000221
0.000202***
221463***
0.147
-221326***
0.000115
0.109
0.000868**
-0.125**
-0.124
0.000607

9.700***
Yes
6663
0.603

9.678***
Yes
6663
0.607

9.458***
Yes
6663
0.613

0.0000169
-0.182***
0.000361***
0.000227***
178.1***

Notes. Standard errors are clustered by reservation/county and reported in parentheses * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. In
addition to the covariates listed here, specifications 2-6 also control for log of population and total acres, of either counties or
reservations. Population is positively related to log income and acres are negatively related. The forced coexistence variable
comes from Dippel (2014) and indicates if multiple tribes were located on a single reservation. The IRA variable comes from
Frye and Parker (2016) and indicates if a reservation opted for Indian Reorganization Act governance. The PL 280 variable
comes from Anderson and Parker (2008) and indicates if a state courts have jurisdiction over civil disputes on reservations. The
designation of BIA regions has changed over time, but here we rely on a division prevalent during the mid-1900s. Under that
division, there are eight BIA regions, named after the headquarter city, which are: Aberdeen, Albuquerque, Billings, Eastern,
Minneapolis, Phoenix, Portland, and Sacramento.

The results in columns 1 and 2 indicate that there is a differential effect of % Prime on
reservations. First, the effect of historic prime land on modern incomes is positive for U.S.
counties. A 10 percentage point increase in prime land corresponds with a 3-7% increase in per
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capita income. Second, the effect of prime land is statistically different and negative on
reservations. A 10 percentage point increase in prime land corresponds with a 14-23% percent
decrease in per capita income (𝛽𝛽1 + 𝛽𝛽3 ).

Columns 3-6 demonstrate that the sign and relative magnitudes of these coefficients are

fairly robust. While adding additional controls weakens the direct relationship between prime
land and income for U.S. counties, the negative, indirect effect of prime land on reservations is
essentially unchanged. Following Nunn and Puga, column 3 allows for a differential effect of
other geographic factors on vs. off reservations. Although stream density also has a differential
effect on vs. off reservations, the negative effect of prime land remains on reservations.
Column 4 controls for governance variables that have been found to affect reservation per
capita incomes in other studies of reservation economies. The first is an indicator for whether or
not multiple tribes were forced to coexist on a single reservation (Dippel 2014). The second is an
indicator for whether a tribe participated in governance organized under the Indian
Reorganization Act (see Akee et al. 2015, Frye and Parker 2016). The third variable is an
indicator for tribes that are under state jurisdiction with respect to contract law enforcement
(Anderson and Parker 2008, Cookson 2010, Dimitroval-Grajzl 2014, Brown et al. 2016,
Wellhausen 2017).
Controlling for these different measures of tribal governance institutions reduces the
sample size but does not eliminate the differential effect of land quality on incomes for
reservations. The results in Table 1 suggest that cross-reservation differences in these
governance institutions are not driven by historic prime land endowments, because controlling
for them does not significantly diminish the indirect effect of % Prime land on income. We do
not control for casino gaming activity here, because we lack data on gaming for the full sample
of counties, but we are able to control for gaming in our reservation-only sample below.
Column 5 includes differential resource effects and controls for the institutional variables,
and Column 6 estimates the model in Column 5 using an alternative measure of agricultural land
quality. The measure of land quality used in Column 6 is the area-weighted average of the soil
quality index for a county/reservation. This measure does not incorporate historic rainfall
information and it does not rely on a subjective judgment about whether a given type of land is
prime. Using this alternative measure yields similar results indicating the differential effect on
long-run income for reservations is robust to using different measures of land quality.
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To summarize, the relationship between agricultural land quality and modern incomes on
American Indian reservations contrasts sharply with the relationship across U.S. counties. The
differential relationship on reservations is robust to different measures of land quality and to
controls for political and legal institutions that vary across reservations and have been shown to
affect income per capita in other research.

4.3 Non-Linear Relationship
In this section we further probe the differential effect of prime agricultural land across
reservations vs. counties. We do so by trying to identify which reservations along the prime land
distribution are most responsible for the overall negative relationship. Equation 2 tests for
possible nonlinearity in the relationship using a quadratic specification. This allows us to
determine whether the negative effect of prime land is concentrated on reservations with either
low, medium, or high-quality land endowments.
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛿𝛿0 + 𝛿𝛿1 %𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1885𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿2 %𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃18852𝑖𝑖 + 𝜃𝜃𝑋𝑋⃑𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,1885 + 𝛼𝛼𝑍𝑍⃑𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (2)

The dependent variable is per capita income for the pooled sample over 1970-2010. The
subscript i denotes a reservation for the reservation sample and a county for the county sample.
The subscript t represents the time period. The coefficients 𝛿𝛿1 and 𝛿𝛿2 test for a quadratic

relationship between prime land and income. 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,1885 represents the vector of historical resource

endowment and population pressure measures, as before. We also control for the total acreage of
land ceded by a reservation during the Dawes Era, which we estimate as the difference between
1887 acreage and modern acreage. 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 are contemporaneous controls including log per capita
income in adjacent counties, casino gaming activity, and reservation political and legal

governance, and 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 are BIA region-by-year fixed effects. Appendix Table C2 gives summary
statistics of the time varying dependent variable and covariates.

Columns 1-4 of Table 5 shows results from the sample of reservations and Column 4
shows results from the sample of counties. Column 1 reiterates the point from Table 4 that
imposing a linear relationship between % Prime Land and income results in a negative
coefficient. In column 2, there is a U-shaped relationship between tribes’ agricultural
endowments and long-run income. This U-shape holds in Column 3, where we add the set of
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controls. In Column 4 we also control for the estimated income per capita of American Indians
on reservations in 1915, based on historical reports of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 20 This is the
earliest time period for which we were able to locate income data for a large number of
reservations. Although the number of observations falls to 255, the U-shape holds in Column 4.
This result suggests that income growth from 1915 to the 1970-2010 period has a U-shape with
respect to %Prime Land. This is important because it implies the finding is not driven by
persistent level differences across reservations (e.g., culture, historical conflict with settlers, and
pre-reservation tribal institutions or agricultural development) that pre-dated 1915.

Table 5: Quadratic Relationship between Prime Agricultural Land and Income

% Prime Land

(1)

(2)

Reservations
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-0.0009
(0.0008)

-0.0105***
(0.00298)

-0.0102***
(0.00314)

-0.00743**
(0.00309)

0.00037**
(0.00018)

-0.000137
(0.00068)

0.000110***
(0.0000327)

0.000118***
(0.0000325)

0.000101***
(0.0000319)

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

% Prime Land2
Controls
Resource Endowments
Population
Adj. County Conditions
Slot Machines per Capita
Political and Legal Governance
Forced Coexistence
1915 Per Capita Income

x
x

Counties

4.68e-06
(5.37e-06)
x
x

x
x

BIA by Year FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Observations
443
443
391
255
6,208
6,208
Adjusted R2
0.595
0.573
0.665
0.760
0.426
0.426
Notes: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered by reservation. Resource endowments controls are time
invariant and include timber, coal, stream density, ruggedness, acres, railways, population growth from 1880-1890, and an
indicator for energy resources. Controls for adjacent county conditions are time variant and include population density and percapita income, both logged. The political and legal oversight variables are controls for tribes that opted into the IRA, and who
had state jurisdiction imposed upon them by P.L. 280. The forced coexistence variable comes from Dippel (2014) and indicates if
multiple tribes were assigned to a single reservation. The number of observations declines with its inclusion due to incomplete
reservation coverage. The designation of BIA regions has changed over time, but here we rely on a division prevalent during the
mid-1900s. Under that division, there are eight BIA regions, named after the headquarter city, which are: Aberdeen,
Albuquerque, Billings, Eastern, Minneapolis, Phoenix, Portland, and Sacramento. The years in the sample are 1970, 1980, 1990,
2000, and 2010.
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We are actually reporting the mean incomes over 1915, 1916, 1917, and 1918 based on income data from Bureau
of Indian Affairs reports available online at http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/History/Historyidx?type=header&id=History.AnnRep90&isize=M.
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Columns 5 and 6 report estimates of the relationship between the share of prime
agricultural land in 1880 and per capita income over 1970-2010 for U.S. counties. We do not
control for historical per capita income on counties because the U.S. Census did not report this
information for all counties until 1970. The predicted relationship in counties is approximately
linear and positive. In Column 6 the estimated marginal effect of prime land based on the
combined coefficients is statistically different from zero and positive. This is consistent with the
direct estimate of the linear relationship in Column 5.
The minimum of the U ranges from a low of 37 percent prime land in 1885 (Col. 4) to a
high of 47 percent (Col. 2). Using the Col. 4 estimates implies that an increase in the share of
prime agricultural land is associated with lower income today for reservations with less than 37
percent prime land, whereas reservations with at least 37 percent prime land exhibit a positive
relationship between land quality and modern per capita income. This means that for the average
reservation in our sample with 24 percent prime agricultural land in 1885, better agricultural land
was a curse.

4.4 U-Shaped Relationship over Time
We investigate the relationship on reservations over four distinct time periods for which
we were able to collect income per capita data for a significant number of reservations. The time
periods are: 1) in 1915, before the Indian Reorganization Act had stopped the Dawes Act
allotment process; 2) during 1938 and 1945, shortly after allotment ended; 3) during 1970 and
1980, before self-determination policies were fully in place and before casino gaming was
initiated; and during 1990, 2000, and 2010, the self-determination and gaming era. As above, the
data indicate the reservation per capita income of Native Americans, excluding whites, in
inflation adjusted 2010 dollars. The data for 1938 and 1945 were compiled from BIA reports
housed at the U.S. National Archives and the data from the other years are as described above.
Figure 4 plots results from the four regressions estimates, and Table C5 in the appendix
shows the coefficient estimates. The only difference in specifications across time periods is that
the estimates for 1970 - 2010 control for per capita income in adjacent counties whereas the
1915-1945 specifications do not, because we lack county-level income data for those years.
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Figure 4: Prime Agricultural Land and Per Capita Income over Time

Notes: These figures plot the coefficient estimates, presented in Table C5, between the per capita income of Native
Americans on reservations during three time periods. All regressions control for resource endowments, political and
legal institutional variables, and year by BIA region fixed effects. The 1970 through 2010 regressions control for adjacent county
per capita income, which is not an available measure for 1915, 1938, and 1945. The U shape over 1970 through 2010 is robust to
dropping these controls. For 1915, we are reporting the mean incomes over 1915, 1916, 1917 and 1918 based on income data
from Bureau of Indian Affairs reports available online at http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/History/Historyidx?type=header&id=History.AnnRep90&isize=M. The 1938 and 1945 means are calculated from data contained in Bureau of
Indian Affairs reports located at the U.S. National Archives in Washington D.C. Because the 1945 reservation income estimates
do not report reservation populations, we calculate per capita income by dividing 1945 aggregate income by the populations on
reservation in 1943, which is the closest year to 1945 for which we have comprehensive American Indian population data.

The key result from Figure 4 is that U-shape emerges late in time, during the 1990-2010
period. This means that the reservations with land in the middle of the prime land distribution did
not have lower incomes than reservations with lower quality land until recently. This U-shaped is
most pronounced during the 1990-2010 whether or not we control for casino gaming, as
measured by the number of slot machines on reservations in each year divided by that year’s
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Native American population. 21 The U-shape is also most pronounced during 1990-2010, whether
or not the regressions control for adjacent county per capita income.

5. Prime Land, Tenure, and Fractionation
What mechanism explains the U-shaped relationship between prime agricultural land and
income? In the remainder of this paper we propose a two-part explanation. First, because of the
effects of land quality on the probability and timing of allotment, reservations with medium
quality land ended up with a disproportionate amount of land that was allotted but never fully
privatized. Second, allotted trust tenure lowers income today through its effect on ownership
fractionation.

5.1 The Across-Reservation Effect of Prime Land on Tenure and Fractionation
To develop the first part of our explanation, we employ data on modern land tenure and
on fractionation from a 2013 report by the U.S. Department of Interior (Department of Interior
2013). Table 6 gives tenure summary statistics.

Table 6: Tenure Summary Statistics
Variable
Tracts in Allotted Trust
Highly Fractionated Tracts
Purchasable Interests
Avg. Interests per Tract

N

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

111
111
78
78

716.24
71.856
28,352.24
36.683

1,456.75
157.559
46,811.71
23.939

0
0
2
1.571

8,255
951
227,133
115.059

Note: These data come from a 2013 report on land tenure and fractionation by the Department of the
Interior. We divide Purchasable Interests by Tracts in Allotted Trust to calculate the variable Average
Interests per Tract.

For 111 reservations, the report indicates the number of tracts that are held in trust by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Subtracting the number of tracts with tribal ownership interests
yields a measure of Tracts in Allotted Trust. Land that is in allotted trust was allotted out of tribal
ownership but never fully privatized or converted to fee simple. Allotted trust lands cannot be
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Data on casino revenues and profits are confidential and not available. The slot machines per capita variable has
been used in other studies as a proxy for gaming activity (Anderson and Parker 2008, Cookson 2010). It is strongly
positively related to income per capita in our estimates above.
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alienated to non-Indians and cannot be passed to designated heirs in wills. As a result, many of
these tracts are deemed “highly fractionated” by the BIA. The number of purchasable interests is
a more continuous measure of fractionation. For the 78 reservations with more than zero allotted
trust tracts, the average number of ownership interests is 36.7, with a maximum of 115. Because
the 2013 report is the first comprehensive study of fractionation published by the BIA, we cannot
quantify changes in fractionation over time. Mechanically, however, it is clear that the problem
gets worse over time, as equal shares of ownership interests continue to be passed on to heirs
(see Russ and Stratmann 2016, Shoemaker 2003).
Research suggests fractionated land ownership is a global problem that can reduce
income through multiple channels. 22 First, the need to reach agreement among co-owners raises
the transaction costs of decision-making and may stymie productive use of the land and any
resource connected with it, such as oil and gas, wind for alternative energy, wildlife, and water
(Russ and Stratmann 2015, 2016, Leonard and Parker 2018). 23 The transaction costs of getting
agreement have been exacerbated by the fact that some fractionated interest owners cannot be
located, either because they live off the reservation, or because BIA records are not up-to-date
and do not indicate if trustees have passed away. 24 BIA mismanagement of fractionation records
is so severe that allotted trust owners collectively sued the agency, culminating in a major legal
decision in 2009 known as the Cobell Settlement.
Second, there are difficulties in leveraging fractionated trust land a collateral for loans
because the interest in the land is divided, and cannot in general be alienated to non-Native
Americans (such as white creditors). The inability to leverage land ownership to spur other
economic activity is regarded as major barrier to development globally (de Soto 2000). This
reasoning suggests that fractionation can limit development well beyond its first-order effect in
reducing productive land and resource use.
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Inheritance laws or local customs that prescribe equal shares to descendants (Baker and Miceli 2005) have led to
severe co-ownership of parcels in many countries and regions, including Haiti (Palsson 2018), Eastern Europe
(Hartvigsen 2014), and former share tenancy lands within the contiguous United States (Deaton 2012).
23
Shoemaker (2003, 760) describes the problem of getting co-owner consent on fractionated Indian reservation land.
This can be especially problematic when “incompetent” or “recalcitrant” heirs exist.
24
Shoemaker (2003, 761) notes that any informed transaction on fractionated Indian reservation land “…can be
accomplished only if accurate records can be acquired and understood ...” She cites an example (p. 760) in which an
oil company did not complete a lease “…after realizing how much work was involved in obtaining the necessary
signatures from 101 heirs, of whom the BIA had no address for 21 and 6 were deceased with estates still pending
agency probate.”
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If allotted trust tenure and fractionation helps to explain the U-shape relationship,
particularly during 1990-2010, then, statistically, these variables should have an inverted Ushaped relationship with respect to % Prime Land. Given the findings in Table 1, the inverted Ushape is plausible for the following reasons. First, reservations with very little prime agricultural
land were unlikely to be allotted at all so that land remained in tribal trust tenure, where it has
been sheltered from fractionation. Second, reservations with the most prime agricultural land
were allotted the earliest, providing ample time for it to be converted to fee simple lands. Third,
reservations with mid-quality land endowments were likely to be allotted late in the Dawes Era,
and therefore likely to have more allotted trust land today.
This logic implies a quadratic relationship between a reservation’s share of prime
agricultural land and the reservation’s modern amount of allotted trust land. The relationship
should be positive first, as land quality increases from zero, and then turn negative as land
quality continues to increase. Table 7 reports regression estimate results.
The specification in Column 1 includes the same covariate controls as Table 1 with one
exception. Here we also control for whether or not a tribe adopted the Indian Reorganizational
Act (IRA) constitutional provisions, generally shortly after 1934. We include this control
because IRA tribes were eligible to buy back a modest amount of allotted trust land using a
revolving fund (see Frye and Parker 2016), suggesting a negative relationship between allotted
trust land as found in Columns 1 and 2.
The key findings in Column 1 and Column 2 is that % Prime has a quadratic relationship
with tracts in allotted trust and the number of highly fractionated tracts. Figure 5 illustrates this
relationship. For allotted trust land, the peak of the inverted-U is at 37% Prime Land. For highly
fractionated tracts, the peak is at 40%. These peaks closely align with the trough in the main
relationship between income per capita and 1970-2010 incomes, which range from 37% to 47%
depending on specification (see Table 5).
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Table 7: Prime Land and Fractionation
(1)
Tracts in
Allotted Trust
% Prime Land

19.15**
(8.874)

(2)
Highly
Fractionated
Tracts
1.721**
(0.827)

% Prime Land2

-0.261**
(0.106)

-0.0217**
(0.0105)

Year Allotted

(3)
Purchasable
Interests

(4)
Purchasable
Interests

(5)
Interests per
Tract

-343.4*
(193.0)

-318.6*
(184.6)

-0.405**
(0.172)

10.28*
(5.378)

Tracts in Trust

Adj. County Pop. Growth, 1890
Rail Density 1890
Acres (100,000s)
Ruggedness
Stream Density
High-Yield Timber
Gold & Silver
Coal 1890
IRA Indicator

-8.246
8.506**
21.00***
1476.3
73764.9
-33.89
-0.630
1052.6
-569.9**

-0.614
0.947**
1.985**
-34.63
-13448.6
-5.717
0.101
29.81
-61.73**

-294.1
234.9**
515.9**
37066.4
-12712232*
7623.4
-14.46
4973.2
-11041.8

-189.8
177.1**
288.6
-3102.6
-12950970*
6724.3
6.283
-3584.9
-8161.4

0.0553
-0.0595
-0.0561
-55.87
-6878.9
-6.922
0.0143
-8.280
10.25*

Constant
508.5*
79.47***
32007.8***
27237.3**
48.23***
Observations
111
111
78
78
78
Adjusted R2
0.504
0.418
0.403
0.460
0.087
Notes: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. Columns 1 and 2 include the full
sample of reservations for which we have any fractionation data from the 2013 Department of the Interior Report. Columns 3-5
include only reservations that have at least some fractionation, which is why there are fewer observations.

Columns 3-5 focus on the intensive margin of fractionation by including only the 78
reservations with at least one tract in allotted trust. (This excludes reservations comprised of
either 100% tribal trust land or 100% fee simple land). Recall that allotted trust land has become
more fractionated over time as they pass from one generation to the next and are divided each
time. This implies a negative linear relationship between the date of allotment and the degree of
fractionation within allotted trust tracts because reservations that were allotted earlier would have
longer time for heirs to acquire interests, at the margin.
The results in Columns 3-5 show that this is the case. Reservations that were allotted
sooner tend to have more highly fractionated ownership regimes. A one-year delay in allotment
adds nearly 350 additional purchasable interests today, which amounts to an increase of about
0.4 purchasable interests per parcel. These patterns reflect the mechanical nature of ownership
fractionation, conditional on a tract remaining in trust. Although earlier allotments had more time
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to leave trust status before the IRA of 1934 ended privatization, earlier allotments that were not
privatized will tend to be more fractionated today.
Figure 5: Relationship between Prime Land, Allotted Trust, and Fractionation
a) Allotted Tracts in Trust

b) Highly Fractionated Tracts

Notes: Panel a) depicts the predicted number of allotted tracts in trust as a function of % Prime based on the coefficients in Column 1 of Table 7.
Panel b) depicts the predicted number of highly fractionated tracts as a function of % Prime based on the coefficients in Column 2 of Table 7.

To summarize, land quality affected how much land today is in allotted trust tenure and
also how fractionated allotted trust land is today as measured by reservation aggregates.
Fractionation is a plausible explanation for why reservations in the middle of the land quality
distribution have the lowest incomes, particularly over 1990 to 2010, as the fractionation
problem has become more severe. Although we cannot measure fractionation over time, the
nature of common heirship means that fractionation worsens over time, for mechanical reasons,
as purchasable interests are subdivided each generation.

5.2 The Within-Reservation Effect of Prime Land on Tenure
The results so far indicate that reservations with medium amounts of prime land—around 30
to 50 percent—experience higher rates of fractionation today and that those same reservations
have earned increasingly lower incomes than other reservations over time. This section provides
additional evidence that allotment is the mechanism connecting prime land and fractionation by
focusing on the within-reservation relationship between land quality and allotment on a subset of
reservations for which we were able to obtain data.
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We use parcel-level data obtained from the BIA for over 124,000 parcels on 15
reservations in the Great Plains Region to show that mid-quality lands are more likely to end up
in allotted trust status, even within reservations. We use reservation fixed effects to focus on
within-reservation variation in tenure and control for unobserved heterogeneity across
reservations. We are also able to employ a more flexible measure of land quality. Appendix
Table C3 provides a list of these reservations and the number of parcels and tenure breakdown
on each reservation.
Most parcels fall into a single rainfall and soil category, from which we sort parcels
according to the soil index: low (0-6), medium (7-13), and high (14-20) quality. The parcels fall
into 10-15, 15-20, and 20-25-inch rainfall bins. To account for factors that may affect the
selection of parcels into different tenure types, other than prime land, we control for distance to
the nearest stream, distance to the nearest railroad (operable by 1930), and distance to the
reservation border. Summary statistics are presented in Table C4.
Table 8 reports the estimated marginal effects of land quality on the probability that a
parcel was allotted (Columns 1-3) and the probability that a parcel became fee simple,
conditional on it having been allotted initially (Columns 4-6). The dependent variable in
Columns 1-3 is equal to one if a parcel is either allotted trust or fee simple and zero if it is tribal.
The dependent variable in Columns 4-6 is equal to one if a parcel is fee simple and zero if it is
allotted trust. 25 All models are estimated using a fixed effects logit estimator.
Columns 1 and 4 measure land quality using an indicator for parcels that meet our
definition of prime land. Columns 2 and 5 control linearly for soil quality and for rainfall where
the indicators are one for all rainfall bins except the 10-15 inch bin which is the omitted
category. Columns 3 and 6 include the same rainfall indicators in addition to indicators for
whether a parcel is the middle or top third of the soil quality index with the bottom third of the
index being the omitted category.
Column 1 shows that prime parcels are 11 percent more likely to be privatized than nonprime parcels. As shown in Column 2, parcels with 15 to 20 inches of spring and summer rain
are 5% more likely to be privatized than parcels with only 10 to 15 inches, and parcels with 20 to
25 inches are nearly 30% more likely to be privatized. A one-unit increase in the soil quality
index increases the probability of privatization by just under 1%. Column 3 indicates that
25

Tribal parcels are excluded from the models in Columns 4-6.
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medium-quality parcels are 2.5 percent more likely to be privatized than parcels with low-quality
soil. High-quality parcels are 8 percent more likely to be privatized. 26

Table 8: Parcel-Level Relationship between Land Quality and Tenure
(1)

Prime Indicator

(2)
Pr(Allotted)

(3)

0.112***
(0.00702)

(4)
(5)
Pr(Fee| Allotted)

(6)

0.176***
(0.00907)

Rain_15_20

0.0562***
(0.00685)

0.0609***
(0.00692)

0.172***
(0.00952)

0.186***
(0.00965)

Rain_20_25

0.284***
(0.0199)

0.280***
(0.0199)

-0.601***
(0.0186)

-0.639***
(0.0187)

0.00705***
(0.000258)

Soil Index

0.00801***
(0.000402)

Medium
Quality Soil

0.0252***
(0.00359)

0.0313***
(0.00508)

High
Quality Soil

0.0818***
(0.00338)

0.156***
(0.00499)

Controls
Dist. to Rail
Dist. to Stream
Dist. to Res. Border
N

-0.000702***
0.00235***
-0.00163***
124366

-0.000463***
0.00201***
-0.00217***
124357

-0.000360***
0.00205***
-0.00183***
124357

-0.00623***
0.00424***
-0.00749***
79297

-0.00620***
0.00479***
-0.00831***
79290

-0.00589***
0.00492***
-0.00815***
79290

Notes: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable in Columns 1-3 is an indicator equal to
one if a parcel was every allotted (allotted or fee today) and zero if the parcel remained in tribal trust. The dependent variable in Columns 4-6 is
equal to one if a parcel is fee and zero if the parcel is allotted. Tribal parcels are omitted from Columns 4-6.

Columns 4 through 6 show that higher quality allotted parcels are more likely to have
become fee simple. Prime parcels are 17 percent more likely to be converted from trust to fee
simple status than non-prime parcels. Increases in soil quality are monotonically associated with
increases in the probability of becoming fee simple (Columns 5 and 6). Though parcels with 15
to 20 inches of rain are about 17 percent more likely to have been converted to fee simple than
parcels with 10 to 15 inches, parcels with 20 to 25 inches are 60 percent less likely to be
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The other estimated marginal effects in Columns 1 through 3 also conform to intuition. Parcels are less likely to
be privatized if they are farther from existing rail networks. This is consistent with the idea that parcels with better
market access would be targeted for privatization. Parcels that lie further inside the reservation boundary are also
less likely to be privatized, which is consistent with the notion that part of the motivation for Dawes concerned
making land available for white settlers from outside the reservation. Parcels near streams were less likely to be
privatized, again consistent with the fact that many stream-adjacent lands are too rugged for agriculture in the
Western U.S. (Leonard and Libecap 2018).
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converted to fee simple, conditional on soil quality. Consistent with Carlson (1981a, 1981b),
these results suggest that the allotment process is an important mechanism behind the inverted U
relationship between prime land and fractionation depicted in Figure 5 by showing that the
pattern of allotment was driven by land quality, even within reservations.

6. A Curse of Prime Land or Institutions? The U-Shape Revisited
To assess whether allotted trust tenure and ownership fractionation explain the U-shaped
relationship between prime land and income, we again apply an approach inspired by Nunn and
Puga (2012). The intuition is that if allotment and the associated fractionation problems are
responsible for the U-shape relationship between prime land and modern incomes, then
controlling for this indirect effect should eliminate the U-shape. This approach differs from
traditional instrumental variables because, although fractionation was driven by mediocre land,
land quality cannot be excluded from the structural equation because of its direct effects on
income. 27
Table 9 presents estimates of the relationship between prime land and income from the
1970-2010 decennial census reports, adding three institutional variables shown to be determined,
in part, by land quality. The first is an indicator for whether or not the reservation was allotted.
The second and third account for the extensive and intensive margin of land fractionation. To
measure the extensive margin, we control for the percentage of the reservation’s land that has
some degree of fractionation, based on the Dept. of Interior’s (2013) land tenure report described
above. To measure the intensive margin of ownership fractionation, we control for the average
number of ownership interests per tract.
We highlight two key results from Table 9. First, inclusion of the three institutional
variables causes the U-shape to flatten and become statistically insignificant. This is true in the
larger sample that does not control for Dippel’s (2014) forced coexistence variable, and in the
sample that does control for it. Second, the inclusion of the tenure controls leads to a positive,
linear relationship between income and land quality in Column 6, after conditioning on forced
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In their context, Nunn and Puga (2012) show that positive relationship between rugged land and income in
African nations disappears once they control for the intensity of historical slave trade. Their logic is that, if slave
trade was responsible for the negative, indirect effect of non-rugged land, then the effect should be eliminated after
controlling for slave trade.
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coexistence. These results demonstrate that the U-shaped relationship between prime land and
income on reservations is related to land tenure institutions, specifically fractionation.
Because the estimates in Table 9 control for 1915 per capita income, they isolate the
direct and indirect contributions of land quality to reservation development subsequent to the
growth of fractionation. According to Column 6, the direct effect is positive. Holding constant
allotment and fractionation, prime land was beneficial for development. This implies that that the
direct effect of land quality on incomes is also positive on reservations. The indirect effect—
through ownership fractionation—is negative, however. This helps explain why reservations
with mid-quality land have lower incomes per capita than reservation low quality land.

Table 9: 1970-2010 Income on Reservations and Land Rights
Land Quality
% Prime Land
% Prime Land2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-0.0068**
(0.0032)

-0.0050
(0.0031)

0.0004
(0.0008)

-0.0079**
(0.0033)

-0.0032
(0.0033)

0.0024***
(0.0008)

0.0001**
(0.0000)

0.0001*
(0.0000)

0.0001***
(0.0000)

0.0001*
(0.0000)

Land Tenure
Allotment Indicator

0.1592**
(0.0727)

0.2100***
(0.0714)

0.1715**
(0.0800)

0.2360***
(0.0682)

Avg. Interests per Tract

-0.0023**
(0.0010)

-0.0028***
(0.0010)

-0.0015
(0.0010)

-0.0020**
(0.0009)

% Fractionated Land

-0.0032**
(0.0015)

-0.0027*
(0.0015)

-0.0017
(0.0022)

-0.0020
(0.0022)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Controls
Reservation Pop. & Acres
Resource Endowments
Adjacent County Conditions
Slot Machines per Capita
Political and Legal Oversight
Per Capita Income in 1915
BIA Region-by-Year FE
Forced Coexistence

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Observations
294
294
294
255
255
255
Adj. R-square
0.714
0.731
0.725
0.754
0.760
0.757
Notes: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Standard errors are clustered by reservation. Resource endowments controls
are time invariant and include timber, coal, stream density, ruggedness, acres, railways, population growth from
1880-1890, and an indicator for energy resources. Controls for adjacent county conditions are time variant and include
population density and per-capita income, both logged. The political and legal oversight variables are controls for tribes
that opted into the IRA, and who had state jurisdiction imposed upon them by P.L. 280. The forced coexistence
variable is from Dippel (2014). The designation of BIA regions has changed over time, but here we rely on a division
prevalent during the mid-1900s. Under that division, there are eight BIA regions, named after the headquarter city,
which are: Aberdeen, Albuquerque, Billings, Eastern, Minneapolis, Phoenix, Portland, and Sacramento. The years in
the sample are 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010.
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The same conclusions emerge in alternative specifications of Table 9 that substitute the Table
6 measures of Tracts in Allotted Trust and Highly Fractionated Tracts for % Fractionated Land.
In appendix Table C6, we show that including the alternative covariates also eliminates the Ushape and generates a positive, linear relationship between % Prime Land and income. We prefer
the more parsimonious treatment of ownership fractionation in Table 9 because it clearly
separates the extensive and intensive margins of fractionation. The negative coefficients on %
Fractionated Land and Avg. Interests per Tract suggest that both are a drag on income, but the
intensive margin may be more consequential, given the more precisely estimated coefficients.

7. Discussion: Connection to Literature and Alternative Explanations
The empirical results suggest that land quality has had both direct and indirect effects on
reservation incomes. The negative, indirect effects have outweighed the beneficial, direct effect
for reservations endowed with medium quality agricultural land. While this conclusion is not
directly comparable to previous literature on land rights and reservation economies, it is related.
First, the results are consistent with Russ and Stratmann (2015), who find that lease income from
reservation lands declines with greater fractionation on twelve reservations for which data were
available. Our results suggest the Russ and Stratmann finding is likely robust to controlling for
land quality, which is not possible with their data set because it does not connect physical parcels
with fractionation information.
Our interpretation of Table 9–that fractionation has stunted income growth—is consistent
with the assessment from the Dept. of Interior (2013, 7), which states:
Unless an individual or a tribe owns a controlling interest in a fractionated tract, they
must seek and obtain approval from co-owners for any purpose, including leasing or
economic development. When tracts have hundreds or thousands of co-owners, there is
no practical way to obtain the required approvals for leases or other uses of such lands.
As a result, many highly-fractionated tracts are unoccupied and unavailable for any
beneficial purpose by tribal nations. It is estimated that more than half of the 93,909
fractionated tracts containing purchasable interests generated no income during 20062011.
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Our results provide an interesting contrast with Anderson and Lueck (1992) who find that
agricultural productivity during the 1980s—as opposed to per capita income more generally—on
39 reservations was highest under fee simple land and lowest under tribal tenure. The findings of
our study imply that tribal tenure outperforms allotted trust as fractionation problems grow,
which has happened since the 1980s. The results also contrast with Akee and Jorgensen (2015)
who find that parcel-level business investment is no less likely on trust lands of the Agua
Caliente Indian Reservation when compared to fee simple lands. The findings may differ because
we do not measure direct business investment and because tenure restrictions and fractionation
problems are not common on Agua Caliente. The Dept. of Interior (2013) report on fractionation,
for example, shows that zero tracts are considered highly fractionated on Agua Caliente and the
mean number of interests per allotted trust tract on that reservation is only 3.72, compared to the
overall mean of 36.7 across all reservations. 28
The results also relate to Aragón (2015) and Aragón and Kessler (2017), who study
property rights on First Nations’ Reserves in Canada. Where recent treaties have clarified
property rights on reservations, Aragón (2015) finds evidence of increased income for
indigenous populations. Aragón and Kessler (2018) find higher investment on reserves after
shifts towards more secure property rights, but they do not find strong evidence that more secure
rights improve indigenous incomes (unless reserves are close to urban areas).
Although the evidence here points to the increasing importance of fractionation in
depressing reservation incomes, it may be that reservations with medium quality land face some
other obstacle to income development that our analysis fails to control for. The obstacles would
have to relate systematically to ownership fractionation. Here we discuss some possibilities.
First, reservations with medium quality land could have systematically weaker
governments than other tribes, conditional on IRA participation, forced coexistence, and court
jurisdiction. If weaker governance is the explanation, the dynamic effects of governance on
incomes would have to match those of fractionation. In particular, weaker governance would
have to suppress incomes during 1990-2010, conditional or unconditional on gaming, but have
relatively little effect on incomes prior to 1990.

28

Where fractionation is more common, on the Ft. Berthold Indian reservation (15 interests per allotted trust tract),
Leonard and Parker (2018) find evidence that it has stunted income-generating oil development. (Rights to
subsurface resources are also fractionated, because generally subsurface ownership follows surface ownership in the
United States).
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While one could argue that weak governance has caused variation in fractionation, we do
not consider this explanation convincing. Across reservations, fractionation is mechanically
related to the timing of allotment (because land allotted earlier has more time to accumulate
owners through heirship), which in turn is determined by 1885 agricultural land endowments
(Table 2, Table 7, and Table 8). Within reservations, land tenure varies systematically with land
quality in ways that could not be explained by variation in tribal governments (because tribal
government is essentially uniform within reservations). Finally, it is difficult to reconcile an
argument that weak governance caused fractionation with the observation that U.S. Supreme
Court rulings have limited attempts by tribes to consolidate land ownership through forms of
eminent domain. 29 This means that even the best governed tribes cannot consolidate fractionated
land ownership without obtaining consent from a large number of owners, some of whom cannot
be located by the BIA. Even if they could obtain consent, funding for tribes to buy fractionated
land interests was scant before the Cobell settlement in 2012 created a land consolidation fund
(Dept. of Interior 2013). 30
Second, reservations with medium quality land could be concentrated in regions of the
country where economic development was destined to be slow, especially during 1990-2010. To
deal with this possibility, our regressions control for per capita income in counties adjacent to
each reservation, and for BIA-region-by-year fixed effects. This implies that, if geographic
placement rather than land fractionation has caused the lower incomes, the role of geographic
placement would have to be independent of county incomes. The effect of geographic placement
would also have to be independent of its effects on other tribes with different amounts of prime
land located in the same geographic region.
Third, tribes on reservations with medium quality land could have been
disproportionately exposed to other historical events that impair modern incomes. Feir et al.
(2017), for example, document the devastating historical effect that the bison slaughter had on
the health of Great Plains tribes and suggest the episode has depressed modern reservation

29

Desjarlait and Rendon (2005) describe obstacles consolidation. Congress passed the Indian Land Consolidation
Pilot Program in 1983 to allow tribes to prohibit allottees with 2% or under fractional interests from willing their
interests to their descendants. However, the Supreme Court twice struck down these provisions as a unconstitutional
takings.
30
As discussed above, the Indian Reorganization Act set up a $10 million fund in 1934 for tribes that adopted IRA
provisions to buy back some lands, fee simple and allotted, but the effects on fractionation seem to be relatively
minor (see, e.g., Royster 1995).
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incomes. We control for 1915 income to account for the possibility that historical events, such as
the slaughter, contribute to our results. The fact that land fractionation gets worse over time
makes it a strong candidate mechanism to explain why the U becomes more pronounced over
time. By contrast, it is not theoretically apparent why historical events would have no discernible
effect initially before later beginning to depress incomes. 31
To summarize, alternative explanations would have to explain a) why the U shape has
emerged over time, b) why it has not been experienced in non-reservation counties within the
same geographies, and c) why the shape emerges even within Bureau of Indian Affairs
administrative areas. We do not know of an alternative mechanism that fits these criteria, but we
do not deny that such a mechanism could exist.

8. Conclusion
Economic reasoning suggests that, in general, better land quality should result in higher
incomes. This reasoning presupposes land tenure institutions that are uniform across the land
quality distribution, and that do not constrain owners from utilizing their land assets for income
generation. The presupposed institutions generally hold across U.S. counties, where we find that
per capita incomes rise with land quality.
Our data for American Indian reservations, however, show a U-shaped relationship
between land quality and modern per capita income. Although we cannot rule out all other
explanations, the evidence suggests the downward sloping part of the U results from ownership
fractionation on allotted trust parcels, which raises the transaction costs of utilizing land for
income generation. The higher transaction costs disproportionally affected mid-quality lands
across and within reservations, plausibly causing the negative portion of the U.
The negative effects of allotted trust tenure are reflected in the dynamic relationship
between land quality and per capita income. Reservations with 30 to 50 percent prime land
performed no worse than other reservations in 1915, 1938, and 1945, but by 1990 these
reservations—the same reservations with the highest rates of fractionation—earn significantly
less than reservations with very little or very abundant prime land. The U-shape disappears and
the relationship between prime land and modern income becomes positive and essentially linear
31

Indeed, Feir et al. show that the negative effects of the bison slaughter were immediate, and then argue that these
effects persisted.
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after controlling for fractionation, suggesting land rights are a critical mechanism to explain at
least some of the indirect effect of land quality on income for American Indian reservations.
Trusteeship has been rationalized on the grounds that it was necessary to prevent the
transfer of allotted land to non-Indians. Similar reasons have been given to justify federal control
over indigenous property rights in other parts of the world (see de Janvry et al. 2014). Our
findings suggest that indigenous ownership can be retained without sacrificing income
generation if lands are held by tribes rather than by individual allottees, where they are subject to
fractionation. Reservations that were kept under tribal tenure, rather than allotted and not fully
privatized, achieved higher incomes per capita.
Our findings suggest that efforts to consolidate allotted trust into tribal ownership will
facilitate income gains, but future research could help determine if the income reductions
associated with fractionation have more to do with common heirship itself or with the
involvement of the U.S. federal government. Common heirship is widely practiced throughout
the developing world where land titling efforts are also prevalent (e.g. Baker and Miceli 2005,
Palsson 2018). Can systems of local and informal governance like those studied by Ostrom
(1990) better ameliorate the problems associated with fractionated ownership when not
hampered by federal bureaucratic procedures? Or, can centralized, federal recordation of title be
a help rather than a hindrance, if implemented effectively? Future research to address these
questions could provide insights for alleviating indigenous poverty in both the U.S. and globally.
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Appendix A: Assessing Prime Land
We assess the validity of our measure of prime farmland by analyzing its strength as a
predictor of historical agricultural activity both off and on reservations. First, we show that prime
farmland is a good predictor of farm value per-acre in counties over the period 1890 to 1930.
Second, we show that prime farmland is highly correlated with farming activity in 1885 on a
subset of reservations for which we were able to collect data
We assemble a panel data set of counties over the period 1890 to 1930 using county
shapefiles for 1890, 1900, 1910, 1920, and 1930 provided by NHGIS to estimate the share of
each county covered with prime farmland. We combine this geographic information with
agricultural census data compiled by Haines et al. (2015). We use their measure of total farm
value and acres in farms to create the variable “Farm Value Per Acre” (FVPA) and assess the
degree to which our measure of prime farmland predicts farm value per acre over the period
1890 to 1930, which roughly corresponds to the Dawes Era. County-level summary statistics are
available in Table A1.
Table A2 presents the results of a series of regressions estimating the relationship
between the share of prime land in a county and the per-acre value of farms (FVPA). We
estimate the models as a pooled cross section and exclude outliers in terms of FVPA, which we
define as observations exceeding the 99th percentile (Table A3 reports the results using the full
sample). Columns 1 through 3 are estimated using an unbalanced panel and Columns 4 through 6
are estimated on a balanced panel that uses only counties that do not change over time. The
estimated coefficient on % Prime is positive and statistically significant in all specifications. The
magnitude of the coefficient is roughly equal to the mean of FVPA. Columns 1 and 4 are
estimated with no fixed effects and show that % Prime explains 15% of the cross-sectional and
time-series variation in FVPA. Columns 2 and 5 include year fixed effects and show that %
Prime does even better within-year, explaining roughly 40% of the within-year variation in
FVPA.
Next, we collect data on farming on reservations from the 1885 Annual Report to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the 67 reservations included in the report. The report details
the total number of acres tilled, cultivated, and broken and separately reports acres broken or
cultivated by Indians in particular. It also includes total corn production in 1885. We combine
these data with our measures of reservation size to construct measures of the share of each
A1

reservation that is tilled, broken, or cultivated in 1885 in addition to corn yield, measured in
bushels per acre. Summary statistics are available in Table A1.
Table A4 presents the results of a series of univariate regressions using each measure of
agricultural activity as the dependent variable, using % Prime as the only regressor. % Prime is a
statistically significant predictor of each of our six measures of agricultural activity on
reservations in 1885 and explains at least 10% of the variation in each variable. % Prime is an
especially strong predictor of % Tilled, explaining over 40% of the variation. Together, these
results suggest that our measure of prime farmland is a good predictor of agricultural activity and
output. Moreover, our ability to calculate this measure across nearly 150 reservations allows us
to analyze the impact of land quality on both institutions and economic outcomes across a much
broader set of reservations than would be possible if we relied on the 1885 ARCIA data alone.

Table A1: Summary Statistics for Assessment of Prime Land
(1)
N

(2)
Mean

(3)
S.D.

(4)
Min

(5)
Max

8,504
10,401

40.10
0.275

63.54
0.351

0.0698
0

3,437
1

Variable
County Summary Statistics, 1880-1930
Farm Value per Acre
% Prime Land

Reservation Summary Statistics, 1885
% Tilled Land
65
0.239
0.293
0.001
0.984
% Cultivated Land
67
0.015
0.028
0
0.129
% Cultivated or Broken Land
67
0.017
0.031
0
0.142
% Cultivated Land by Indians
67
0.015
0.027
0
0.128
% Cultivated or Broken Land by Indians
67
0.016
0.030
0
0.139
Bushels of Corn per Acre
67
0.086
0.346
0
2.731
% Prime Land
67
0.355
0.389
0
1
Notes: Source for farm value per acre is Haines et al. (2015). Source for % Prime is the authors’ calculations
described in this appendix. Source for other 1885 reservation summary statistics is the 1885 Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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Table A2: Prime Land and Farm Value Per Acre
(1)

% Prime Land

Constant

(2)
(3)
Unbalanced
41.27*** 43.22*** 42.46***
(1.070) (0.930) (1.128)

(5)
(6)
Balanced
41.76*** 42.99*** 42.65***
(1.124) (0.954) (1.184)

25.11***
(0.475)

25.55***
(0.514)

Year FE
State FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

8,332
0.151

7.002***
(0.803)

34.87***
(1.372)

X

X
X
8,332
0.524

8,332
0.361

(4)

7,574
0.154

7.099***
(0.811)

34.28***
(1.392)

X

X
X
7,574
0.538

7,574
0.391

Standard errors are clustered by county and reported in parentheses
*
p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table A3: Prime Land and Farm Value Per Acre (Full Sample)
(1)

% Prime Land

Constant

(2)
(3)
Unbalanced
43.64*** 44.84*** 44.78***
(1.070) (0.930) (1.128)

(5)
Balanced
44.52*** 44.71***
(1.124) (0.954)

45.05***
(1.184)

27.88***
(0.475)

28.22***
(0.514)

7.303***
(0.811)

38.40***
(1.392)

X

X
X
7,657
0.250

Year FE
State FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

8,420
0.058

7.227***
(0.803)

39.04***
(1.372)

X

X
X
8,420
0.242

8,420
0.151

(4)

7,657
0.060

(6)

7,657
0.167

Standard errors are clustered by county and reported in parentheses
*
p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table A4: Prime Land and 1885 Agriculture on Reservations

% Prime
Land

Observations
Adjusted R2

(1)
%
Tilled

(2)
%
Cultivated

(3)
% Cultivated
or Broken

(4)
% Cultivated
by Indians

(5)
% Cultivated or
Broken by Indians

(6)
Bushels of
Corn per Acre

0.467***

0.0287***

0.0313***

0.0281***

0.0307***

0.263***

(0.0663)

(0.00649)

(0.00718)

(0.00635)

(0.00705)

(0.0765)

65
0.428

67
0.217

67
0.212

67
0.216

67
0.211

67
0.139

*

p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Figure A1: Rainfall and Soil Measures
a) PRISM Rainfall Data
b) Soil Productivity Index

Notes: Panel a) depicts the 5-inch rainfall bins associated with our aggregation of Spring/Summer (March
through August) rainfall from the monthly PRISM estimates, averaged over 1895-1935. Panel b) depicts
the spatial variation in our “collapsed” version of the Schaetzl et al. (2012) soil productivity index, where
we divide their 21-point index into thirds.
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Appendix B: Historic Maps Used for Data Creation
Figure B1: Geo-Referencing 1885 Reservations

Notes: The source for the original map is: Lionel Pincus and Princess Firyal Map Division, The New York Public Library. "Map showing the
location of the Indian reservations within the limits of the United States and territories" The New York Public Library Digital Collections. 1885.
http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47e2-0b69-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99. The second panel depicts the geo-references reservation
boundaries constructed from the original map, as well as the 1880 state boundaries used as reference points for the geo-referecing process.
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Table B2: 1880 Gold Mines

Source: Hewes, Fletcher W, and Henry Gannett. 1883. Scribner's Statistical Atlas of the United States. [New York, C. Scribner's
sons] Map. Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/a40001834/. (Accessed May, 2017.)

Table B3: 1880 Silver Mines

Source: Hewes, Fletcher W, and Henry Gannett. 1883. Scribner's Statistical Atlas of the United States. [New York, C. Scribner's
sons] Map. Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/a40001834/. (Accessed May, 2017.)
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Table B4: 1880 Timber

Source: Hewes, Fletcher W, and Henry Gannett. 1883. Scribner's Statistical Atlas of the United States. [New York, C. Scribner's
sons] Map. Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/a40001834/. (Accessed May, 2017.)

Table B5: 1890 Coal

Source: Hewes, Fletcher W, and Henry Gannett. 1893. Scribner’s Statistical Atlas of the United States. [New York, C. Scribner’s
sons] Map. Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/a40001834/. (Accessed May, 2017.)
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Appendix C: Robustness Checks and Other Tables
Table C1: County Summary Statistics
(1)
N

(2)
Mean

(3)
S.D.

(4)
Min

(5)
Max

6,290
6,288
6,256
6,288
6,256
6,336

26,890.44
10.163
0.642
10.095
616,710.7
1.12x10-7

7,418.95
0.276
0.373
1.318
964,654.7
1.09x10-7

0
9.021
0
5.318
14.233
0

83,232
11.329
1
16.101
1,720,000
1.12x10-6

Variable
Per capita Income ($ 2010)
ln(Per capital Income)
% Prime Land
ln(Population)
Acres (100,000s)
Stream Density

Notes: Source for income and population data is U.S. Census. Source for stream density is National Hydrography Dataset. We count only
perennial streams.

Table C2: Reservation Panel Summary Statistics by Year
Variable
Dependent Variables
Ln(Per capita Income)

1915

1938

1945

1969

1979

1989

1999

2010

7.506
(0.726)
7.152
(0.835)

7.842
(0.343)
7.052
(1.111)

8.203
(0.616)
6.635
(1.350)

8.748
(0.292)
6.948
(1.047)

9.142
(0.286)
7.143
(1.026)

9.083
(0.271)
7.369
(0.981)

9.377
(0.298)
7.224
(1.345)

9.465
(0.303)
7.556
(1.016)

0
(0)

0
(0)

0.075
(0.628)

0.236
(0.526)

0.807
(1.629)

Ln(Adj. Cnty Pop Density)

2.580
(1.138)

2.966
(1.303)

3.084
(1.38)

3.363
(1.476)

3.474
(1.506)

Ln(Adj. Cnty PCI)

14.423
(2.185)

19.124
(3.065)

20.721
(4.249)

24.153
(4.513)

24.272
(4.349)

0.387
(0.490)

0.356
(0.482)

0.348
(0.479)

0.307
(0.464)

0.341
(0.477)

0.307
(0.464)

0.356
(0.482)

0.360
(0.483)

0.406
(0.494)

0.352
(0.480)

0.813
(0.392)

0.805
(0.399)

0.798
(0.404)

0.762
(0.428)

0.791
(0.409)

0.755a 0.722b 0.730c 0.597d 0.590e
0.60f
(0.435) (0.452) (0.447) (0.494) (0.495) (0.493)
Observations
64
64
75
75
87
89
Notes: a) N=53; b) N = 54; c) N=63; d) N= 67; e) N=78; f) N=80; g) N=86; h) N=81

0.581g
(0.496)
101

0.605h
(0.492)
91

Ln(Population)
Covariates
Slot Machines per Capita

Oil-Endowed Indicator

0.359
(0.484)

0.375
(0.488)

0.320
(0.470)

State Jurisdiction Indicator

IRA Indicator

0.750
(0.436)

0.733
(0.445)

Forced Coexistence Ind.
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Table C3: Reservations in Parcel Dataset
Reservation
N Parcels % Tribal
% Allotted Trust
% Fee
Cheyenne River
19,599
0.369
0.212
0.419
Crow Creek
3,413
0.221
0.480
0.299
Flandreau
53
0.321
0.00
0.679
Fort Berthold
17,475
0.502
0.498
0.00
Fort Totten
2,664
0.135
0.523
0.342
Lower Brule
3,939
0.452
0.286
0.262
Omaha
1,033
0.216
0.437
0.348
Pine Ridge
26,542
0.241
0.556
0.203
Ponca
200
0.01
0.00
0.99
Rosebud
17,889
0.299
0.304
0.397
Sisseton
4,201
0.103
0.501
0.396
Standing Rock
22,457
0.193
0.457
0.351
Turtle Mountain
1,770
0.097
0.818
0.085
Winnebago
1,158
0.100
0.674
0.227
Yankton
1,984
0.102
0.506
0.392
Notes: The data were provided in 2012 by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in shapefiles. Fee
parcels are not available in the Fort Berthold shapefile. However, our results include reservation
fixed effects and are robust to dropping Fort Berthold

Table C4: Parcel Summary Statistics
Variable
Tenure Variables
Tribal Indicator
Allotted Trust Indicator
Fee Simple Indicator

(1)
N

(2)
Mean

124,366
124,366
124,366

0.428
0.290
0.281

0.495
0.454
0.450

0
0
0

1
1
1

Land Quality Variables
Rain_10_15 Indicator
Rain_15_20 Indicator
Rain_20_25 Indicator
Low-Quality Soil Indicator
Medium-Quality Soil Indicator
High-Quality Soil Indicator
Prime Land Indicator
Main Soil Index Category

124,357 0.874
124,357 0.109
124,357 0.0176
124,366 0.459
124,366 0.236
124,366 0.305
124,366 0.0730
124,357 8.940

0.332
0.311
0.132
0.498
0.425
0.460
0.260
5.394

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
17

Other Controls
Meters to Nearest Railroad
Meters to Nearest Stream
Meters to Res. Boundary

124,366 23,630 16,864
124,366 5,529 5,059
124,366 12,258 10,144
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(3) (4)
S.D. Min

(5)
Max

0 77,763
0 26,581
0 42,489

Table C5: Quadratic Relationship between Prime Agricultural Land and Income
Over Time

% Prime Land

% Prime Land2
Controls
Resource Endowments
Population
Adj. County Conditions
Slot Machines per Capita
Political and Legal Governance
Forced Coexistence
BIA by Year FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

1915
(1)

1938-1945
(2)

1970-1980
(3)

1990-2010
(4)

0.0213
(0.0262)

-0.000385
(0.00669)

-0.00965*
(0.00572)

-0.0110***
(0.00281)

-0.000298
(0.000300)

-0.00000220
(0.0000681)

0.000118*
(0.0000616)

0.000125***
(0.0000279)

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Yes
53
0.247

Yes
116
0.407

Yes
145
0.413

Yes
246
0.672

Notes: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered by reservation. All regressions control for resource
endowments, political and legal institutional variables, and year by BIA region fixed effects. The 1970 through 2010 regressions
control for adjacent county per capita income, which is not an available measure for 1915, 1938, and 1945. The U shape over
1970 through 2010 is robust to dropping these controls. For 1915, we are reporting the mean incomes over 1915, 1916, 1917 and
1918 based on income data from Bureau of Indian Affairs reports available online at http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgibin/History/History-idx?type=header&id=History.AnnRep90&isize=M. The 1938 and 1945 means are calculated from data
contained in Bureau of Indian Affairs reports located at the U.S. National Archives in Washington D.C. Because the 1945
reservation income estimates do not report reservation populations, we calculate per capita income by dividing 1945 aggregate
income by the populations on reservation in 1943, which is the closest year to 1945 for which we have comprehensive American
Indian population data.
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Table C6: 1970-2010 Income on Reservations and Land Rights
Land Quality
% Prime Land
% Prime Land2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-0.0068**
(0.0032)

-0.0033
(0.0033)

0.0012
(0.0008)

-0.0079**
(0.0033)

-0.0027
(0.0033)

0.0028***
(0.0009)

0.0001**
(0.0000)

0.0000
(0.0000)

0.0001***
(0.0000)

0.0001*
(0.0000)

Land Tenure
Allotment Indicator

0.1421**
(0.0698)

0.1819 ***
(0.0679)

0.1551**
(0.0759)

0.2162***
(0.0673)

Avg. Interests per Tract

-0.0018*
(0.0009)

-0.0022***
(0.0008)

-0.0012
(0.0010)

-0.0016**
(0.0009)

Highly Fractionated Tracts

-0.0001
(0.0001)

-0.0001
(0.0001)

-0.0001
(0.0001)

-0.0001
(0.0001)

Tracts in Allotted Trust

0.0000**
(0.0000)

0.0000**
(0.0000)

0.0000
(0.0000)

0.0000
(0.0000)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Controls
Reservation Pop. & Acres
Resource Endowments
Adjacent County Conditions
Slot Machines per Capita
Political and Legal Oversight
Per Capita Income in 1915
BIA Region-by-Year FE
Forced Coexistence

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Observations
294
294
294
255
255
255
Adj. R-square
0.714
0.731
0.727
0.754
0.762
0.759
Notes: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Standard errors are clustered by reservation. Resource endowments controls
are time invariant and include timber, coal, stream density, ruggedness, acres, railways, population growth from
1880-1890, and an indicator for energy resources. Controls for adjacent county conditions are time variant and include
population density and per-capita income, both logged. The political and legal oversight variables are controls for tribes
that opted into the IRA, and who had state jurisdiction imposed upon them by P.L. 280. The forced coexistence
variable is from Dippel (2014). The designation of BIA regions has changed over time, but here we rely on a division
prevalent during the mid-1900s. Under that division, there are eight BIA regions, named after the headquarter city,
which are: Aberdeen, Albuquerque, Billings, Eastern, Minneapolis, Phoenix, Portland, and Sacramento. The years in
the sample are 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010.
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